CABLES, CONNECTORS AND ADAPTERS

CABLES W/ F CONNECTORS

75 Ohm, RG-6U high-definition cable. AWG 18 solid copper-clad steel center. Double Aluminum foil shield plus 67% tinned-copper braid shield. UL-AWM style 1354 80º C, 300V.

FEET COLOR CAT# price 10 100
3’ Black VHR-3B 1.25 1.10 0.90
6’ Black VHR-6B 2.25 2.00
25’ White VHR-25W 6.50 6.25
50’ Black VHR-50B 8.00 7.00 6.20

HDMI CABLES & ADAPTERS

State-of-the-art connectivity for HDTV sets, DVD players/recorders.

3’ Special CAT# HDM-3 $2.50 each
6’ CAT# HDM-6 $8.50 each
10’ CAT# HDM-10 $10.50 each
15’ CAT# HDM-15 $12.00 each
30’ CAT# HDM-30 $26.00 each

HDMI FEMALE-FEMALE COUPLER
Join two HDMI cables. Female to female cord coupler.
CAT# AD-57 $6.95 each

HDMI MALE TO FEMALE RIGHT-ANGLE ADAPTER
For tight fits behind TVs & monitors.
CAT# AD-62 $4.50 each

DISPLAY PORT CABLES

MALE TO MALE
Connect a DisplayPort (DP, DP++, DisplayPort++) equipped computer to a HD monitor or projector with DisplayPort input.

3’ CAT# DPC-3 $9.25 each
6’ CAT# DPC-6 $10.75 each

MALE DISPLAY PORT TO HDMI CABLE
Connect a DisplayPort (DP, DP++, DisplayPort++) equipped computer to a HD monitor or projector with HDMI input.

3’ CAT# HDM-DP3 $17.50 each
6’ CAT# HDM-DP6 $18.75 each
10’ CAT# HDM-DP10 $21.35 each

NEW ITEM

COAX CONNECTORS

F CONNECTORS & ADAPTERS

CAT# price 10 100
F-56 connector with heavy-duty attached ring. For RG-6U cable.
F-56R 4 for $1.20 $26.00
Twist-on F-56 for RG-6 cable
FTO-56R 4 for $1.20 $26.00
Twist-on F-59 for RG-59 cable
FTO-59R 4 for $1.00 $20.00
For RG-6 coax. For use with most compression tools.
FTC-6 75¢ each $58.00
Push-on F-59. Makes threaded F-connector into a quick connect
POF-SW 90¢ each $75.00
Right-angle F connector
FRT-2 $1.95 each $170.00
75 ohm terminator
FTER 3 for $1.00 $26.00
F-61. Chassis mount female
F-61 40¢ each $26.00
Splicer, female. Connects 2 male connectors
F-81 4 for $1.00 $20.00
Splicer, male. Connects 2 female connectors
F-71 $1.00 each

COMPRESSION TOOL KIT
Includes a crimping tool, a coax cable stripper and 20 compression F-connectors for RG6 coaxial cable. More info online.
CAT# CTK-6 $21.95 each

BNC CONNECTORS

CAT# #1-9 10-99 100+
MALE CRIMP-ON 3-piece
BNC-59 RG-59/62 Cable 1.35 1.20 1.00
BNC-6 RG-6 .85 .70 .55
BNC-58 RG-58 Cable 1.00 .90 .80

MALE TWIST-ON
UG-6TW RG-6 Cable $1.00 .85 .70

BNC JACK ISOLATED PANEL MOUNT CONNECTOR
3/8” diameter nylon threaded feed-thru bushing
CAT# BNC-148 $1.85 each 10 for $1.50 each

BNC CONNECTOR, CHASSIS MOUNT FEMALE
CAT# BNC-1094 $2.00 each 10 / $1.90 ea. • 100 / $1.75 ea.